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Saving with z/OS Data Set Encryption

z/OS data set encryption feature on IBM z15 lowers
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The z/OS® operating system is known for its world-class security. It needs to be secure because
some of the world’s most valuable data is stored on IBM Z®. The combined capabilities of z/OS
and IBM z15™ continue that tradition with hardware assisted function that improves function and
lowers cost. This paper examines security best practices and the current capabilities behind
z/OS.
Good security practices should already be a part of your environment. Clear policies need to be
regularly applied with clearly laid out audit processes, and identity management, access
controls and key management are all necessary components of data security. All of these
components are enabled by powerful capabilities in z/OS, and that won’t change.
Encryption is another important element in your data protection strategy—and z/OS has been
enhanced to strengthen that component. One example is z/OS data set encryption, part of IBM’s
pervasive encryption strategy 1, which moves encryption functionality deeper into the
fundamental data management components of the operating system.

z/OS Data Set Encryption: A better approach

Traditional approaches to data encryption were piecemeal due to the computational intensity of
encryption. To avoid increased platform costs IT organizations would choose and prioritize
which data required encryption. The emphasis was on identifying important pieces of data and
ensuring that they were properly protected. That required a careful process that would identify
important data, and that would establish a set of policies or processes to protect and ensure
continued protection of that data.
In some cases, protection with encryption required actual program code in applications to follow
a pattern of “read, decrypt, process, encrypt.” Of course, confirming that this pattern was
maintained while ensuring continuous data protection involved examining every step in the
development lifecycle. Especially important were the break-fix processes for developing
patches for broken code. On top of each step in the lifecycle was the necessary documentation
and audit trail demonstrating that processes were followed during the development and
delivery stages.
The z/OS data set encryption feature has made controlling data encryption a more centralized,
comprehensive process. The feature offers two primary areas of benefit. First, it simplifies the
administration of encryption for secure data. Second, it simplifies the entire development
process for applications requiring embedded encryption-related code.
Using z/OS data set encryption frees administrators from the burdensome task of identifying
individual data sets. Building encryption capabilities into the data access methods also frees
developers from considering encryption in their code. All data sets will look the same to the
developer, simplifying the pattern from “read, decrypt, process, write, encrypt” to the normal

Pervasive encryption is an IBM strategic direction that refers to a set of solutions around encryption and cryptography which spans hardware, operating system
and middleware. Pervasive encryption continues to be enhanced with hardware improvements (z15, Crypto Express) and enhanced solutions such as z/OS data set
encryption. z/OS data set encryption currently supports VSAM extended format, sequential extended format, sequential basic and large format, and PDSE data set
types.
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“read, process, write” pattern. This streamlines the development lifecycle and removes the
onerous auditing overhead necessary for ensuring compliance.

Lowering costs with z15

Encryption hardware in z15 has made comprehensive data encryption affordable by enabling
encryption throughout with little impact on platform costs. IBM testing with an OLTP banking
application simulation running on z15 T01 showed less than a 0.5% change in performance with
encryption and compression enabled on a 3 GB database. 2
With lower overhead of z15 capabilities, costs have been
reduced. The tradeoff between machine expense and
security/simplification has also shifted, and deserves
another look from cost-conscious customers. In the
following paragraphs we examine the cost-benefit
potential of hardware assisted encryption in z15.

A cost analysis of z15
In this analysis we consider the cost of additional
hardware with z/OS data set encryption enabled,
along with hardware maintenance and license cost
increases for different sized z/OS environments based
on MIPS usage. Table 1 shows customer scenarios
ranging from 24 to 24,000 MIPS. While each customer will be different, we can make a
reasonable estimate using a market basket of typical z/OS products based on IBM
offerings (no ISV products are included).
Table 1 illustrates the marginal cost of each additional MIPS on an annual basis. The
bottom row represents the cost of a one percent increase in MIPS from the base MIPS in
the first row. For example, in the 1,400 MIPS customer scenario, the cost of each

Results were achieved using Rational Performance Tester (RPT) to drive transactions in a 50,000 user simulated retail banking environment using a CICS v5.4
application that was colocated with Db2 v12 in one LPAR configured with 8 CPs, 1 zIIP and 32GB of memory on a z15 T01. Encryption and compression of Db2
were enabled (3 GB size database) and disabled (3.7 GB size database) from the IBM Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS) for the tests.
Unencrypted tests resulted in an average of 10,108 TPS per utilized processor while the encrypted test resulted in an average of 10,059 TPS per utilized
processor for a difference of 0.49%. Testing was performed in an IBM lab. Results will vary.
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additional MIPS is $1,720 per year. A one percent increase would represent an
additional 14 MIPS, for a total cost increase of $24,000 per year.
The improvements outweigh the costs

Now that we have a cost estimate, we can compare it to the value of the productivity benefits of
a simpler, more centralized encryption control for different types of constituents. Those
primarily impacted are the administrative IT staff and the application programmers.
Administration tasks are simplified by removing the necessity of identifying, tracking and
auditing the list of data sets targeted for encryption. Application programming tasks are
simplified by replacing the “read, decrypt, process, write, encrypt” pattern with the normal
“read, process, write” pattern. This simplification in application programming eliminates special
processes that are necessary to ensure the encrypted code is never compromised. In addition,
application programmers can focus on the business logic, instead of worrying about encryption
(or needing to become encryption experts) and having to keep the application up to date with
any changing encryption/regulatory requirements. Based on an IT Economics analysis, data set
encryption on z/OS can result in an approximate savings of 3-5% in administrative and
programming labor costs 3 with the elimination of these selective data set tasks.
Table 2 compares the cost of increased annual MIPS with z/OS data set encryption with the
benefit of reduced application and administration labor full time equivalents (FTE). Based on
labor data from IT Economics assessments, 4 the cost-benefit model shows an increase in both
total and saved labor FTEs as the size of the customer scenarios grows. Even for one of the
smaller customer scenarios (1,400 MIPS), a 5% reduction in labor would be 4.9 FTEs, or
$742,500 per year assuming an annual labor FTE rate of $150,000. These savings significantly
outweigh the increased annual cost of an additional 1% increase in MIPS ($24,079) to enable
z/OS data set encryption.

Pervasive encryption's z/OS data set encryption relieves programmers and system administrators from having to selectively implement encryption for their
data and programs. Cost benefits ranging from 3- 5% are estimated based on a labor model of headcount derived from IT Economics assessments for client
environments. Results may vary by customer.
4 In a study of 16 IBM Z z/OS customer environments, IT Economics analysis found that the number of full time equivalent (FTE) IBM Z infrastructure administration and
operations staff was closely related to the number of MIPS used in the customer's z/OS environment. Findings observed a base requirement of six FTEs plus an additional FTE of
administration and operations staff was needed for every incremental 625 MIPS. IT Economics analysis also found that on average the number of full time equivalent (FTE) IBM Z
application programmers is ten times greater than the number of infrastructure administration and operations FTE staff. MIPS and full time equivalent (FTE) IBM Z staff data was
collected from 16 IBM Z z/OS customers running 24x7 active environments ranging from 300 to 68,039 peak MIPS across multiple industries and geographies with peak MIPS
defined to be the highest four hour rolling average in any given month. For all the assessments, IT Economics consultants met with the customer to examine total cost of
ownership including MIPS consumption and labor FTEs. Based on the number of FTE IBM Z infrastructure administration and operations, and application programming staff, the
customers concurred with a 1:10 infrastructure administration to application programming ratio estimate for preliminary planning purposes. Actual staffing will vary according
to individual customer requirements such as specific business requirements, one versus multiple shift operations, etc. Contact IT.Economics@us.ibm.com for further
information.
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The cost-benefit analysis finds that while savings vary across the nine customer scenarios, all
benefit from data set encryption over selective data encryption. Even though the model provides
a simplified view of potential costs and savings, it illustrates how z/OS data set encryption can
lower costs and reduce complexity in administration procedures and coding practices.

z/OS Data Set Encryption and z15: A Wise Choice

z/OS data set encryption can radically simplify your ability to protect data through encryption by
centralizing control over settings and simplifying your application code. Combined with
IBM z15®, the reduced cost of encryption makes it possible to get comprehensive data
protection at a very reasonable cost.
If your organization is evaluating data set encryption, consider looking at the potential savings of
a z15 move by asking for a no-charge customized IT Economics assessment at
IT.Economics@us.ibm.com. Savings for your IT could be even higher depending on your
organization’s portfolio of products.
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